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There are multiple cruise performance charts for various
 pressure altitudes. At times it make be necessary to interpolate.

EXAMPLE

CONSIDER

Pressure Altitude: 10,500 feet
 Temperature: 10ºC
 RPM: 2,100
 Manifold Pressure: 18''
 
 
 
 

Consider how non-ISA will affect your performance. Lower-than-standard
 temperature air will increase fuel consumption for a given TAS.
 
 Unanticipated winds can dramatically affect fuel burn over a fligth, even when
 TAS is as expected. Be sure to monitor fuel consumption relative to your TAS
 and your groundspeed.

Because our temperature and pressure altitude is between two charted values,
 we'll need to interpolate. We can average four values each for power, true
 airspeed, and fuel consumption. Note, however, that finding an exact number
 for each is relatively poitnless in real-operations. Understanding your approximate
 true airspeed and fuel consumption is the real necessity.
 
 Power: (48% + 46% + 54% + 51%) ÷ 4 = 49.75% power. So about 50%.
 
 KTAS: (116 + 126) ÷ 2 = 121 KTAS
 
 Fuel Consumption: (13.4 + 12.7 + 15.2 + 14.4) ÷ 4 = 13.92 liters/hour
 
 So, we can safely say that we'll be operating at approximately 50% power, at
 120 knots, and consuming 14 liters per hour per engine. 
 
  

    

   

         





 




 




 




   

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          


 


    

    

   

         





 




 




 




   

          

          

          

          

          

          

          


 


    




